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Change and Leadership
Leadership is one of my favorite subjects, if only because I've been surrounded by some of the greatest leaders
of our age during my career. Change,
though, isn't always perceived as a matter for leadership. In the case of SLA, I
believe they are inextricably linked.
Change is all around us in the SLA
community. It is at the root of what
both the Association and the professionals we represent are experiencing.
Here at SLA Headquarters, we completed our first Board of Directors'
meetings in our new global headquarters recently, and the change was a
pleasant one. Two days prior, we hosted over 350 members, industry partners, and friends at our Open House.
Once the Board got together in the
wake of the event, we also finalized the
2005 budget for the association's operations during that time. There are many
changes in that budget, including some
things that have caused concern among
some SLA members. Rather than debating the merits of any one funding
change or another, we all must recognize that, in order to achieve meaningful change, sometimes SLA's leadership
must make difficult decisions and move
forward. That's leadership, and sometimes it doesn't leave us in a position of
popularity. It does, however, show that
we are serious about growing the association to meet the ever-changing needs
of the profession.
And then there's a change regarding
Information Outlook that reflects the
evolution of leadership within the SLA
community. Laura N. Gasaway, who
begins her 38th year as a member of
SLA, writes her final edition of
"Copyright Corner" in this issue of
Information Outlook. "Lolly" is
Director of the Law Library and
Professor of Law at the University of
North Carolina. One of my first meetings after taking on this post was with
Lolly. She was helpful, gracious, and
gave me great advice that I still use
today. Her expertise on intellectual
property law has driven SLA policy and

practice for decades. SLA members
have benefited from the sharing of her
knowledge for 74 columns - over 6
years of writing to serve the global
community of information professionals. Lolly never assumed things would
stay the same in the profession or in
her field of expertise. She knew we
were operating in a changing environment, she looked past the horizon to
anticipate change, and she never fought
it. Instead, she embraced it, learned
from it, and spread the word about it to
the rest of SLA's membership. Lolly,
SLA thanks you for your dedication and
your service to the information profession. You are an example for innumerable information professionals.
Change and leadership will be the
watchwords for 2005 as well. We begin
next month, as the SLA Leadership
Summit takes place January 26-29 in
Tampa, Florida USA. This event is not
going to be like previous Summits. A
task force of SLA leaders has reorganized the event to focus on core leadership skill development to help you in
your career and in SLA. This is a critical change that we're hoping will, over
time, attract more information professionals who desire a transformation
from information professional to knowledge leader. The event will include a
keynote address by Gary Heil, founder
of the Institute for Innovative
Leadership. Small-group interaction
based on career experience will allow
you to engage others on common challenges. And SLA will offer a special
session facilitated by Leadership
Outfitters. Titled "The Leadership
Adventure," the program will encompass a variety of topics that will give
participants practical tools in the areas
of leadership, vision, working together,
running effective meetings, and increasing creativity.
I hope to see you in Tampa next
month, as I believe you and I will benefit from the experience. You can read
more about the event at
www.sla.org/05leadershipsummit.

Several great articles await you in
this, the final issue of Information
Outlook for 2004. First, SLA President
Ethel Salonen leads a host of information professionals in reporting on the
annual conference of the International
Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA), which took place in
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
J.P.S. Ahuja and M.R. Rawtani share
how the Internet is serving to aid development in rural India.
Finally, Howard McQueen, who will
kick off our 2005 Virtual Learning
Seminar series with two events in
January, offers a primer on integrated
content management practices that
every info pro should read.
Have you had enough change yet?
Get ready for more, as we complete one
successful year and prepare for the
next. Best wishes to you for a joyous
end to 2004 and a prosperous 2005!

Janice R. Lachance
Executive Director, SLA
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web sites
worth a

click

By Carolyn Sosnowski

Overwhelmed by work and trying to keep up
with industry news and great resources for
yourself and your clients at the same time?
Check out these sites. In addition to Web site
content, each offers a periodic alerting service.
The list below is not comprehensive, just a
good place to start.

ResourceShelf
www.resourceshelf.com
Gary Price bills his site as "news and resources
for information professionals," but it's so much
more. In addition to listing items covering
industry news, vendor products and services,
and research reports, Price adds evaluations and
comments resulting from interviews and his
own wealth of knowledge. Topics range from
search tools to salary surveys to journal articles
of interest. ResourceShelf, which has a few other
contributing editors, is updated daily and available as an RSS feed. Users can sign up for a
weekly e-mail reminder to check the page. Also
of note: ResourceShelf's DocuTicker
(www.resourceshelf.com/docuticker), a site
devoted to new reports from various agencies
and organizations.

Librarians' Index to the Internet
http://lii.org
The wide variety of resources contained here
are selected by librarians based on a "rigorous
commitment to data quality"; content, design,
authority, and function are some of the criteria
for inclusion. More than 14,000 sites can be
browsed by subject and subtopics, and each link
is accompanied by a brief annotation, a list of
subject headings (for cross-referencing), author
initials, and the date the entry was last updated.
Basic and multi-field advanced searches are also
available. A search for "digital libraries" generated a list of more 100 items. "New This Week" is
an e-mail alert for recently added content, which
is also available via an RSS feed. Lii is currently
funded through the Library Services and
Technology Act and other sources.

Current Cites
http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/CurrentCites/
Each month, librarians and other library staff
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CPB and IMLS
Create Partnership
The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting and the Institute
of Museum and Library
Services have created a broad
initiative to spark collaboration
among local public broadcasters, museums, and libraries,
harnessing community educational resources in new and
more meaningful ways.
Partnership for a Nation of
Learners, a multiyear, $3 million initiative, will provide
resources to bring together
libraries, public broadcasters,
and museums to leverage community assets and create new
pathways to learning, discovery,
and exploration. The initiative
will offer competitive grants to
support existing collaborations
and to create new ones, encourage professional development,
and conduct project evaluations
to measure effectiveness. Grant
application guidelines and more
information about the initiative
were scheduled to be available
on October 31 at www.cpb.
org/partners.
IMLS, a federal agency supporting museums and libraries
nationwide, and CPB, a private
nonprofit corporation that allocates the federal investment in
public broadcasting, bring
unique grant-making roles and
responsibilities to the initiative. Since 1999, IMLS and CPB
have engaged hundreds of
library, museum, and public
broadcasting leaders in a series
of discussions about their common pursuits.

Cheryl Williams, Vice President,
Education, CPB; Mary Chute,
Deputy Director, IMLS; Marsha
Semmel, Director of Strategic
Partnerships, IMLS; and
Kathleen Cox, President and
CEO, CPB.

"Changing technology and a
proliferation of information
resources have helped to stimulate a keen appetite for the
type of trusted, authentic, and
high-quality learning experiences offered by libraries,
museums, and public broadcasting," said IMLS Director
Robert Martin. "The effectiveness
of community-based collaborations creates a compelling case to
support partnerships that make
the most of existing resources,
assets, and experiences."
"Public broadcasting stations,
like libraries and museums, are
deeply committed local institutions with a great wealth of educational resources," said CPB
President and CEO Kathleen Cox.
"By working together, we can do
more for more people. This is a
great opportunity to create an
unprecedented level of public
service for the new media age."

news

briefs

IMLS Awards More Than
$32 Million to Libraries
The Institute of Museum and Library Services has awarded $32,447,480 to 517 museums and libraries across the
country in the third and final round of IMLS grants for 2004.
IMLS received 1,040 grant applications requesting more than
$67 million. Many recipients will match the grants for an
additional $44,122,410 to America's libraries and museums.
For grants made in your state, got to www.imls.gov/whats
new /stategrants0904.htm.
The grants will help museums and libraries provide lifelong learning, support core library and museum services,
encourage excellence, foster collaboration between and
among museums and libraries, promote innovation, and
improve library service to Native Americans and Hawaiians.
IMLS is an independent federal grant-making agency dedicated to creating and sustaining a nation of learners by helping libraries and museums serve their communities. The
institute fosters leadership, innovation, and a lifetime of
learning by supporting the nation's 15,000 museums and
122,000 libraries. The Institute also encourages partnerships
to expand the educational benefit of libraries and museums.
For more information on the institute, go to www.imls.gov.

New Study Sheds Light
on Journal Pricing
A new report published
the
Library
and
by
Information Statistics Unit at
Loughborough University
gives insights into scholarly
journal pricing over the last
decade. Among the findings
are average price increases
by publisher ranging from 27
percent to 94 percent over
the period 2000 to 2004, and
biomedical journal prices
per page ranging from £0.31
(approx. $0.55) to £0.98
(approx. $1.75) in 2004
(average by publisher).
The report was commissioned by Oxford Journals, a
division of Oxford University
Press, as part of its desire to
better understand what has
commonly been described as

"the serials crisis."
As part of the survey
USU, of Leicestershire, U.K.,
analyzed data from 12
named scholarly publishers,
including OUP, taken over a
5-year period (2000-2004),
plus 1993 as a base year for
comparison. General analysis
was carried out on around
6,000 journals spanning all
subject areas, then detailed
analysis focused on identifying average journal prices,
per-page and per-impact factor point on biomedical titles.
The report is freely available from the USU Web site at
www.lboro.ac.uk/
departments/dis/lisu/pages/
publications/oup.html.

web sites
worth a

click

compile and annotate "the best" resources on
information technology from the print and
electronic worlds. Contributors monitor publications such as Red Herring, D-Lib Magazine,
Computerworld, The Bottom Line, and Ariadne,
and the result is thoughtful and highly readable
descriptions of articles, books, and other
items. Users can create a bibliography by
using the search tool on the site, and may subscribe to receive the monthly issues through email. All issues of Current Cites, back to its
creation in August 1990, are available on the
site in html and text formats (text only
through 1993).

Alertbox - Current Issues in Usability
www.useit.com/alert box/
Jakob Nielsen writes this biweekly newsletter that covers Web site design, usability principles and testing, and trends. The articles are
informative and easy to read, contain references to related articles and Web sites, and use
bullets to highlight important points. They are,
in other words, highly, uh, usable. Additional
features of interest: "Top 10 Mistakes in Web
Design" and "Usability 101," both invaluable
resources if you are creating a Web site. The
newsletter is available via e-mail.

Sitelines - Ideas about Web Searching
www.workingfaster.com/sitelines/
This blog reports on issues and developments in the Web search arena, including
search tools and industry trends. Writer Rita
Vine is also an Internet trainer, and she lends
her insight and expertise to the commentary.
Topics of recent postings: business information
sources, Wikipedia, and clustering. The site is
searchable, and entries are categorized by subject for quick navigation. Archives are available back to March 2003. Users can subscribe
to a monthly summary and to the RSS feed.

Carolyn Sosnowski is an information specialist
at SLA.

You may send descriptions of your favorite Web
sites to magazine@sla.org. Include the URL,
your name, and a sentence about what you do.
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SLA Offers New
Leadership Adventure
Leadership Summit to Focus on
Core Skills for Use at Work, in Life
Registration is open for the 2005 SLA
Leadership Summit, to be held January
26-29 at the Hyatt Regency Tampa Hotel
in Tampa.
Unlike previous SLA Leadership
Summits, which focused on volunteer
leadership, the scope includes core values, skills, and strategies for leading in
today's turbulent world of information
management.
The event kicks off Thursday morning, January 27, with an opening
address by Gary Heil, founder of the

Center for Innovative Leadership
(www.cfil.org) . An internationally recognized expert on service quality, leadership, and change management, Heil has
authored or co-authored numerous publications that are considered required
reading for leaders. Heil believes that,
while many other qualities can achieve
short-term results, authentic leadership
is the only lasting means of motivating
and inspiring people.
The summit then focuses on smallgroup interaction to address specific
leadership development needs for three
career stages: emerging leaders, midcareer leaders, and experienced leaders.
The learning portion of the event wraps
up on Friday afternoon, January 28,
with a half-day special session called,
"The Leadership Adventure," which will
be facilitated by Leadership Outfitters

(www.leadershipoutfitters.com).
The
session, which is also available as a
stand-alone course, will offer practical
insights on leadership, vision , working
together, and increasing creativity.
Throughout the event and ending
on Saturday, January 29, the SLA
Board of Directors, the association's
chapter and division leadership, and
various SLA committees and task
forces will hold open meetings and
offer Summit participants the opportunity to provide input on the future of
the information profession.
SLA thanks the following companies
for their generous support of the
Leadership Summit: Gold Sponsor,
Factiva
(www.factiva .com);
Silver
Sponsor,
LexisNexis
(www.lexis
nexis.com); Bronze Sponsor, Dialog
(www.dialog.com) .

--------

New
Government
Information
Division
A
new
Government
Information Division has
been approved by the SLA
Board of Directors.
The division will bring
together those interested in

the value, organization, and
management of government
information sources with
those responsible for the
provision and improvement
of government library services. It is a forum for the
exchange of ideas and information on the value and use
of government information
and government libraries; it
conceives and carries out
projects that assist members
in improving services to
their constituencies; and it

Burton W. Adkinson,
Past SLA President
Burton W. Adkinson, Ph.D., who served as president of SLA
in 1959 to 1960 and was considered a pioneer in the field of
information science, died September 15. He was 95 .
During World War II , Mr. Adkinson worked at the U.S. State
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looks to promote the professional advancement of its
members and the interconnections between users and
providers of government
information and services
from governmental entities
at all levels of government.
The temporary chairs of
this new division, Richard
Huffine and John Butsch,
have already been working
with existing divisions to cosponsor programming at the
2005 Annual Conference in

Toronto. The division will
hold its first annual business
meeting in Toronto .
SLA members who wish
to add this new division to
their membership may contact the SLA membership
department. To pay the additional $15 by check, send it
along with a note to SLA,
Membership Department,
331 South Patrick Street,
Alexandria, VA 22314-3501.
If paying by credit card, call
(703) 647-4973.

Department and with the OSS. From 1945 to 1957 he was with
the Library of Congress, ultimately being promoted to director
of the reference department. He next became head of the Office
of Science Information of the National Science Foundation,
remaining there until his retirement in 1970. He also was
director of the American Geographical Society.
In the late 1970s, he wrote a book on the history of science
information services in the federal government, which was
published when he was 70 years old.

YOU'RE THE EXPERT
SHARE WHAT YOU KNOW
Here Are Information Outlook's Major Topics for 2005
We're always looking for new authors for Infonnation Outlook. That's one way we get new
ideas, learn new ways of doing things.
The editorial calendar below shows major topics we want to cover for each issue in 2005.
Please note: The editorial calendar is only a starting point. We need more articles on more topics
than we've listed below.
If you want to write on a topic that isn't on the calendar, or on a topic that isn't listed for a particular issue, we want to hear from you. For example, articles on topics like marketing, searching,
and technology will be welcome throughout the year. We want to hear all of your ideas for articles.
Also, our descriptions of the topics may not fit your approach. If you have a different idea for a
topic, let us know.

March

September

Managing. Do you manage a library? Do you manage a
staff? Here's a chance to let others know what has worked for
you. Articles from solo librarians are especially welcome.

Knowledge management. In an information-based economy, how is your organization getting the most out of all its
intellectual capital?

April

October

Competitive intelligence. How do librarians walk the line
between providing important information about the competition and using unethical ways to get it?
Content technology. What is most important for an information management system? Ease of use? Indexing?
Searching? What works best on a tight budget?

May
Career/professional development. Here's a chance for
more senior librarians to write about the paths they took in
their careers and advise others on how to get to the top of the
profession.

Marketing library services.

November
Trends in library design. A library is more than a collection
of books and periodicals. How can design make a difference for
your clients? Or, with increasing digitization of information, are
the days of physical libraries nearly through?
E-publishing.

December
Purchasing. How do you get the best deal for your company's
information needs?

June
E-publishing.

July
Searching.

August
Global networking. How have you built your network of
fellow professionals? How has it helped you succeed?
E-publishing.

Deadlines
In general, we need to receive completed articles six weeks
prior to the month of publication: for example, October 15 for
the December issue.
However, we prefer that authors inquire before submitting
a manuscript. If you are writing for a particular issue, your
query should be early enough to allow for writing the article.
For more information on writing for Infonnation Outlook, see
www.sla.org/content/Shop/Information/writingforio.cfm, or
write jadams@sla.org.

SLA

Connecting People
and Information
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Managing Your Library's Technology Projects
By Debbie Schachter

One truth about librarianship is that our
skills are not as simply defined as other professions. We are valued for our specific
skills as information specialists, while at the
same time most of us are also generalists,
building skill sets through a broad spectrum
of business processes and management
experience. Most librarians are regularly
involved in providing service, training,
supervision, and planning. One of the other
most prevalent roles that we play is that of
project manager.
We don't often call ourselves project
managers, but the fact that we do so much
project management as part of our regular
positions is increasingly being acknowledged and promoted as a core skill set of
librarianship. As librarians we must hone
our project management skills to ensure
that we are capable managers of our own
projects, and through that obvious capability promote our broad-based skills throughout our organizations. A good project manager will be called upon to repeat project
successes in other less traditional library
settings.

What is a project?
As it is often said, a project is something
that has a defined beginning, middle, and
end. If it's ongoing it's a program, not a
project. Often, projects may become programs, and this requires another level of
planning, based on the strategic directions
of the organization. This column provides a
librarian's focus on project management
best practices.
Many of the projects we manage in
libraries involve technology, and project
management related to technology gets the
most press. The sobering fact is that most
technology-related projects have a significant level of failure, or at the very least are
often very delayed and do not result in the
originally planned outcome.
Estimates of project failure rates in technology projects can range as high as 30 per-

cent to 50 percent. For all projects, however,
there are a number of best practices that
should be implemented to ensure that your
project doesn't fall into any of the easily
avoidable pits. We can take many lessons
from the successes and failures of high technology projects, and apply the best practices
to whatever projects we manage.
All of the literature on project management emphasizes the importance of
planning in order to achieve success.
"Projects fail because of poor planning
and fuzzy requirements that cause a
chain reaction of poor productivity."'
Allocating significant time to the front end
of the project, specifically in the planning
phases, will reduce the likelihood of problems arising later in the project.
The actual project should be broken
down into several phases. For complete
details on project management best practice, refer to The Project Management
Institute's Body of Knowledge (PMBOK),
which creates 37 processes within the
project phases. In practical terms, the
project can be broken down into five
phases that encompass the PMBOK's 37
processes. For the purposes of a library
project, these phases can be defined at a
fairly high level, as follows:
• Start
• Scope
• Planning (including resource allocation
and responsibilities)
• Monitor and control (including risk management)
• Completion (including post-project review)

Project Start
The start of the project can be defined as
the date when the funding begins, the timeline starts and the defined work (outside of
regular activities) begins. But obviously
before anything can begin you must be clear
on and have already created a sketch of the
overall objectives of the project. This phase
of the project combines planning for the
overall time frame, the general plan for the
project, and general identification of the
resources involved. The start may be an
obvious break from your regular daily work
into only project work, or it may be the start
of the specific allocation of project time
within your daily work.

Scope
This phase of the project is one of the
most crucial to success. By spending sufficient time on the scope of the project, defining what you can realistically accomplish
based on your overall objectives and purpose, you will increase the success of your
overall plan. What is feasible to accomplish
and what is the feasibility of taking on this
project? (That is, does it serve your purposes in the long run?)
What will you be delivering at the end of
the project? Make it known what you can
achieve, and obtain buy-in to these goals at
higher levels in the organization, or with
other stakeholders, if this is appropriate.
Identify and cultivate a champion in a position of authority who will be able to provide
advice and support throughout the project.
This is also the time to stop a project before

Debbie Schachter has a master's degree in library science and a
master's degree in business administration. She is the Head of
Strategic Planning and Development at the British GJlumhia
GJurthouse Library Society, where she is involved in planning and
managing organization-wide projects, marketing and c.ommunications, Web site manngement, and branch supervisi.on. Schachter has
more than 14 years of experience in management and superoisi.on,
teclmology planning and support, and reference ·eroice in special
library settings. She can be contacted al dsclw.chter@btcls.bc.cn..
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it gets started if your plans are unrealistic
or unachievable, given the resources and
the expertise in your team. Begin the
process of managing expectations by
involving those who need to be involved,
including those who will be impacted by
the project, such as the staff or the customers of the end product.
Make sure to manage the expectations
of those who hold political or financial decision-making power. By doing a thorough
scope of the project you should be able to
identify the potential risk areas, which can
make or break the success or the timely
completion of the project. Make sure to note
the risk areas in your planning phase.

Planning
The planning phase should comprise a
relatively significant amount of project time,
as does the scope. When planning, make

sure to include an overview of how the project will roll out, including specific and
achievable tasks and milestones. Identify
which resources will be allocated to the
project, including staff time, technological
support, equipment, funding, and when
these resources will be required. For example, identify who is assigned to do what
and when; what type of technology/software/computer support you will require at
each phase, etc. Ensure that there is no
overlap of resource allocations, and that
there is sufficient time allocated to each
activity. Be clear on which project tasks
need to be completed before the next activity can begin, and which tasks can be
developed in parallel.
During the planning phase you will also
need to complete user requirements and
prototyping as required in a technology
project. Provide updates to those who need

to know about the progress of the project as
you develop your detailed plans.

Monitoring and Controlling
As the project manager, you will need to
ensure that lines of responsibility and project control are clear to all members of the
team. Specifically, the project manager must
retain control over all modifications to the
scope and plan of the project. During the
actual implementation of project work,
spend a lot of time communicating with
team members and hold regular group
meetings to make sure that everyone has
access to the same information.
Review the plan as it is being implemented. Keep track of milestones and
identify problems staff encounter in trying
to meet specific goals; if milestones are
unrealistic you will soon find out and must
deal with them promptly. Milestones that
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cannot be completed on time have a compounding impact upon the timelines for
the entire project.
In many projects there are often several
streams of activity being carried out simultaneously, and their milestones may or may
not be interdependent. One incomplete task
may hold up the entire project, as other
completed tasks cannot move forward without it. This is why it is essential to be aware
of where risks will likely occur (assessed
during the scope of the project), so be prepared for them in your monitoring of these
specific tasks or milestones.
Do not assign blame for failure to meet
milestones, and do not allow team members to blame each other for problems that
may occur. By having regular meetings and
sharing information among all team members, problems can be resolved in their earliest stages and team members will be less
inclined to hide their concerns. Act as soon
as possible to rectify any problem that you
or your team identifies, and monitor the situation closely should you need to add more
resources or make a change to planning or
to the scope.
When you identify a need to change
the original scope during the process of
doing the work on the project, due to a
problem or new suggestion, have a
method of change control. Ensure that the
process for managing and implementing
change requests, including identifying a
specific individual for approving changes
to the scope of the project, is clear to all
members of the project.
Don't give in to pressure to make
changes that you believe are unnecessary.
Scope creep, like invasive ivy, will attempt
to overrun your project and can be one of
the project killers if it is not managed
through effective planning. Create a clear
process to manage change orders. Include
a (fairly) rigid set of criteria for allowing
changes to scope, and specify the authority to approve change, to reduce problems.
Get the support of your champion to
ensure that the project doesn't get derailed
by competing stakeholder pressures when
you're already underway.

Completion

Hoffman, Thomas (2004) "Balancing Act"

At the end of the project you can congratulate yourself and your team for the successful completion of the project. Whether
the project is a complete success, partial
success, or has limped to the finish line, you
need to do an audit of the process so you
and your team can learn from each unique
project experience. Undoubtedly there will
be lists of issues that you wish you had
planned for and will be more aware of, and
you will be able to identify best practices
that worked or didn't work as expected, for
implementation in the next project.
You will also need to continue some
work on refining and tidying up, such as
refining the new system at technology. This
will be evident as you begin to use the new
system or service and can identify where it
can be improved.

Computenvorld 38(7) : 36.

Conclusion
Project managers, while not always
individuals in authority within their organizations, are individuals who are able to
communicate well, lead and motivate
teams, and are skilled problem-solvers.
Librarians are ideally suited for project
management due to our expertise in the
areas of planning, supervision, information analysis, and other general skills. As
these best practices indicate, project management combines a number of common
sense practices into a cohesive and clear
methodology. By using the best practice
project management methods, you can be
assured that each project you manage will
be properly planned and developed.
Whether the project is a complete success
is not always in your control. Ultimately,
though, it is good planning and communication that lead to successful projects.
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Plan Ahead
for Your
Content
Management
System

By Howard McQueen

Content management (CM) is a set of
practices focused on improving the
processes of creating, storing, structuring,
and delivering high-value information.
But it isn't easy. It always requires a
deep understanding of the content and
those processes used to create and sustain it. The following case study
describes what I feel is a very successful
CM program.
Firstgov.gov is responsible for maintaining a 24/7 phone-in reference service
for citizens. Management and the group
of reference experts who answer these
questions have, over time, evolved an
extensive knowledge base of effective
answers to frequently asked questions.
Firstgov.gov's service was recently
extended to include response through
Web and e-mail channels. The centralized

Vlrtual
Learning
Serles

Defining Content Management
and Exploring Change
Management,
2-3:30 p.m. ET,
January 11, 2005
Planning and Implementing
Content Management,
2-3:30 p.m. ET,
January 25, 2005

Presented by Howard McQueen, chief
executive of McQueen Consulting,
Inc. McQueen has been a consultant
for more than 25 years working in
information management and the
development and implementation of
information access and delivery solutions and the development and
implementation of Web and portal
programs. He also is a founding
member of CMPros
(www.cmpros.org), an international
not-for-profit membership organization of practitioners and consultants
united to better understand , clarify,
and promote the exchange of content
management tips and practices.
For more information see:
www.sla.org/content/leam/leammore/
distance/200Svirtsem/index.cfm.
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FAQ knowledge base, full of unstructured
and semi-structured information, is being
transformed through CM practices and
CM technology, to "optimally" serve multiple communication/distribution channels and support "One Voice To The
Customer" (in this case, citizens) .
It is important to understand the
two core CM practices: document
deconstruction, and storing content
independent of format.

uct development, marketing, sales, and
support units and their customers.)
When these content objects are
under a central, integrated CM system,
version updates may be synchronized
and dynamically pushed out to numerous distributed publishing processes.
Consistency is ensured and the organization and its audiences benefit from
"One voice to the customer."

can be applied to deliver to a hand held device. The key benefit to this
practice is that it enables "create once
- publish many."
The granular focus on content and
the need for format independence generate an enormous need for managing
the change they introduce into workgroups, business units, and enterprises.
This next case study illustrates how
CM is often deployed without any (or
sufficient) advance notice and involvement by the author/ reviewer/ approver
community.... This case study illustrates why enterprise CM is often an
uphill battle.
Put yourself in the shoes of the 300
research assistants working for a
Fortune 1000 company. An enterprise
CM package has just been installed and
is being rolled out.
The senior consultants and research
assistants (the workgroup) have been
using MS Word as their shared authoring

2: CM is about practicing storing
content independent of format.

1: CM is about practicing
document deconstruction.
CM requires a granular examination
and analysis of an organization's information assets. The sanctity of the "document" is considered just one "output" of
the CM processes. The primary CM
objective shifts to identifying strategic,
authoritative content objects. (In a consumer products company, product names
and key product descriptions and product
features are extensively used across prod-

CM requires that content be stored
in a repository independent of a presentation format or authoring file format. The native CM format is XML.
(XML by itself has structural tagging
but not any formatting tags.)
When content is independent of a
format, one style guide can be applied
to create Web content, another can be
applied to create content destined for
an e-mail channel, and yet another
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Figure 1
Existing Practices

CM Functional Context

New Enterprise CM Platform and Practices

Workgroup authoring tool

MS Word

Web text editor

Style guide

Standards evolved over time within
Word templates.

Publication templates must be created in the
CM system.

Location of documents

On shared network drives in agreed-to
directories.

Stored somewhere in the enterprise CM reposit01y.

Status of documents

The file naming convention includes
_Version# to signify it is a work in
process or final.

Content remains in a pre-publication stage until
approver-level staff promote it to "live."

Review and approval process

Save to shared drive letter, send e-mail
or voice mail to notify
reviewer/ approver.

New workflow and alerting systems that comes
with the CM system.

Revising/updating content

All workgroup members use "track
changes" mode, saving documents
with a unique file name, alert consultant responsible for version control.

There is uncertainty if the workgroup will be
able to edit in MS Word or what options will be
available.

Final publication format

MS Word and PowerPoint presentations delivered to customers.

Content is in the CM repository - uncertainty as
to how to select it and then apply a style guide
to finished Word and PowerPoint files that will
need to be further personalized for each client.

format. The workgroup has evolved its
own editorial style guides (fonts, sections, footnotes, etc.) and a file naming
convention (projectID _date_ version#.
doc) to manage versioning of their
Word documents. Word documents are
stored on shared network drive letters
(not on the intranet). When consultants are in the field (60 percent of the
time), documents are distributed to
them as e-mail attachments. Clients
ultimately receive final paper/ digital
copies of the Word documents and
supporting PowerPoint presentations.
Figure 1 shows current practices and
how they might change with the implementation of the enterprise CM platform.

Rule 1: Deploy CM when there is a
clear and compelling business case.
With enterprise CM, there is not a
one-size-fits all. Not every business
unit or workgroup will be ready for
CM, so great care should be taken to
select a group that can produce success
with a pilot. Their lessons learned
should be documented and shared so
others who follow are better prepared .

Rule 2: Adopt a CM
pre-implementation framework.
A framework is an approach to CM
that provides the organization with a
road map for identifying existing practices, key content, contributor workflows,
consumer audience segments and
required outputs. It must include building a bottom-up governance process to
enable contributor workgroups to simulate and model new processes and develop mechanisms to adapt to change.
Given that IT does not control content,
the governance model must stimulate
cross business unit personnel to form
alliances that facilitate consensus-based
content strategies.
Once such framework that I collaboratively developed with five other international CM consultants is available at
www.sla.org/vseminars/ cm_JanOS _
mcqueen.pdf.

Rule 3: Focus on developing a
content strategy.
CM is about managing information to
enable distribution through communication channels. A content strategy focuses

on the information and drives how contributor teams will enhance the information to transform it into rich content.
Here are three elements of a content
strategy:
• Create personas (evidence-based
audience segment profiles built via
consensus-based user-centered engineering practices)
• Develop information architectures
(organizational systems central to the
persona's need to find the information
through browse & search using their
controlled vocabularies)
• Develop usability programs (designed
to regularly incorporate the feedback
from real users and central to their
trusting, consuming, and re-purposing
the information)
The Firstgov.gov requirements are not
unique. To a greater or lesser degree, all
of our organizations face similar challenges. CM is that set of practices capable
of unifying authoritative content across
the enterprise's communication channels.
Content unification requires care,
patience, nurturing, and rewarding
changes in behavior that enable contributors to let go of their calcified practices. "'
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Libraries: Tools for Education and Development
The recent International Federation of Library Associations
and Institutions (IFLA) conference in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
was the first hosted in South America. It was considered a success with nearly 4,000 participants from 121 countries.
Argentina was the country with the largest representation,
with 618 delegates. The next largest participants were: USA,
355; Brazil, 117; China, 110; Chile, 109; and Russian Fed., 102.
Forty meetings were held with simultaneous interpreters.
There were 80 poster sessions, along with 189 papers in
English, Spanish, French, German, and Russian.
IFLA was founded in 192 7 as an independent international
non-governmental association. The aims of IFLA are to promote international understanding, cooperation, discussion,
research, and development in all fields of library activity and
information science, and to provide a body through which
librarianship can be represented in matters of international
interest. IFLA has 1,749 members, including 155 associations,
1,118 institutions and 425 non-voting personal and student
affiliates, representing 154 countries and all types of libraries.
The conference theme, "Libraries: Tools for Education and
Development," focused on the importance of information and
knowledge for education and development. In Latin America
this demand for information requires libraries to work together on the process of education, cooperating as pillars of the
educational system and opening the ways to knowledge, culture, and social development.

IFLA-Boston to Argentina:
Who Would Have Imagined
the Connection?
By Ethel M. Salonen
President, SLA

My first exposure to IFLA was when
the annual conference was held in
Boston, Massachusetts, in August 2001.
That was when I became aware of the
diversity of IFLA's membership and the

As is the tradition with IFLA, a varied program of social and
cultural events was available for the delegates. Delegates had
the opportunity to visit some of Buenos Aires' places of interest for meetings, including the Colon Opera House, the Teatro
Opera, and other famous locations, while having the chance to
meet with colleagues from other countries in informal settings.
With the exception of SLA President Ethel M. Salonen, who
attended the conference as an official observer, the authors of
this report are all SLA section representatives for IFLA. For
more information, go to www.sla.org/content/community/
committe/slareps.cfm. "

role members play in the international
information industry community. There
were members from all over the world,
many of whom had never been to the
United States before. \ 'll never forget
helping some attendees find the Green
Line on the Boston subway system so
they could get back to their hotel. Many
Boston commuters probably had no
idea why there were so many people in
native attire riding the "T."
Fast-forward to August 2004: The
IFLA World Congress is now in Buenos
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(L to R) Sylvia Piggott, Ethel Salon en,
and Wilda Newman
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Aires, Argentina. It is a different world,
with many different issues and concerns. Currency and economic fluctuations have deeply affected Argentina
- so much so that the conference
almost did not happen. But with help
from excess monies from the Boston
conference, IFLA was able to proceed
and to hold its first World Congress
in South America. Again, there were
people from all over the world,
including a large number of attendees
from South America.

SLA had a booth at the conference,
and a number of members and potential
members paid us a visit. Doug
Newcomb and I spoke to a group about
the value of SLA and how we support
our members around the world. I
attended business meetings devoted to a
new Knowledge Management (KM) section and to the management of library
associations. Janice Lachance met with
many CEOs of our partner information
associations, reinforcing the value of
SLA. Many of our colleagues volun-

A Personal Report
By Jesus Lau
Member, SLA Board of Directors

The sensual movements of the tango permeated the IFLA conference in Buenos Aires - this dance of despair and seduction
was part of the opening cultural evening and part of almost every
tourist venue activity. The 70th annual conference - the IFLA
World Library and Information Congress - was a success. More
than 3,400 librarians and information professionals attended from the United States, Canada, and 100 countries in
Latin America, Europe, and Asia; nearly a third of the
attendees were from Latin America. The weather was
unusual for IFLA. The conference normally takes place
in the summer of the Northern hemisphere; this time, it
was winter in the Southern hemisphere, albeit a mild
one, because spring was approaching. For those of us
who live on the other side of the planet, it was remarkable to see poinsettias in bloom at lglli.12u Falls in August.
Many conference participants traveled to see lhe huge falls
of Iguazu on the borders of Argentina, Brazil, and
Paraguay; others visited Salta in the north, the glaciers in
Calafate, or Usuaya at the South Pole. Many attendees
took the opportunity to cross the Rio de la Plata to
visit the Uruguayan city of Montevideo, the southernmost capital city in the world.
University Libraries. As the SLA representative
on the Standing Committee (a multinational
group) of the University and Other General
Research Libraries Section, I participated in two
business meetings to go over reports of work
done during the year and plan for future activities. The section
also had four excellent programs - on e-theses, scholarly communication, quality issues i·n libraries, and costs of information
access - at which papers were presented and discussions held.
Infoanation literacy. The Information Literacy Seclion, which
I chair, cilso held tv,o business meetings, and we participated in
the coordinating cileelings of the division, to which the section
belongs. The lnfoLit Section also presented a program,
"Informalion Litel'ilcy fm Lifelong Leaming," and sponsored a
work -hop 10 review lhe proposal for Internalional Guidelines for
20 I information outlook I December 2004 I vol. 8, no. 12

teered for committee assignments and
ensured that SLA was on the minds of
IFLA attendees.
I encourage you to read the following reports from our hardworking IFLA
section leaders. They are actively pursuing our goals and making sure that the
world at large is aware of the value of
information professionals, from all
walks of life and all nationalities, and
how we can make a difference in the
lives of our customers and in world
events. "

!J1forrnatlon Literacy, a lengthy do ument (more Lha.n 40 pages)
lhat I had prepared as a draft for discussion . The document proposed international standards for informal.ion competencies that
stud nts should have wben they graduate]. The guidelines
include sections on information literacy concepts, how to get
institutional commitm<mt, planning action , learning/ insu·uction
management, personnel development, learning theories, learning assessment, recommended Web sites by topic, and a glossary. The guidelines will be revised by a team of information literacy experts and posted on the IFLA Web site (www.ifla.org)
for international feedback. The final version of the guidelines will be published
before the next conference.
Other Meetings. I also took part in
various other !FLA-related meetings and
facilitated a workshop on library strategic
planning, sponsored by Online Computer Library
Center and attended by nearly 90 participants from
Latin America.
SLA Leaders. SLA president Ethel Salonen, past
president Cindy Hill, and executive director Janice
Lachance, as well as several other association
members, actively participated in the congress and
in the IFLA business meetings.
Papers and Next Conference. Most of the
papers delivered at the conference are available on the
!FLA Web site. The next conference will be in Oslo,
Norway, August 14-18, 2005. The theme is "Libraries
- A Voyage of Discovery." Before the next conference,
IFLA will hold eleclions early in 2005 for a new president-elect, as well as some d.i\lision and section chairs and standing committee members. Buenos Aires was a good arena to be
seen and heard and to attract votes as candidates attempt to work
their way into IFLA's ranks.
Conclusion. The Latin music, the winter breeze over the
immense, Jake-like Rio de la Plata, a.nd lhe cosmopolitan city oi.
Buenos Aires contributed 10 the- success of UJe meeting. Even the
favorable exchange rate contributed to the positive experience,
allowing participants to enjo more local goods and amenities.
The World Library and Information Congress, held in this "austral" part of the planet, was an unforgettable cultural and conference experience for participants. "

Art Libraries
By Martha McPhail
Past Chair, Museum Arts and
Humanities

The Art Libraries Section
of IFLA offered informative
programs and interesting
tours of art museums in
Buenos Aires. This section
has objectives and a membership similar to SLA's own
Museums, Arts and
Humanities Division, of
which I am past chair.
The section represents
libraries for the fine arts,
applied arts, design, and
architecture, and works to
improve access to art information for patrons of museum libraries, art libraries
attached to educational
institutions, art departments within national and
public libraries, and other
collections.

At the Museo Nacional de
Bellas Artes, a Sunday afternoon workshop on finding,
documenting, and using grey
literature was attended by
some 100 librarians. On
Monday afternoon, a smaller
group toured a special modern art library connected
with the Fundaci6n
Telefonica. Members of the
section held two business
meetings and enjoyed a
group dinner for informal
networking. These tours,
meetings, and social events
allowed members of the section to meet and mingle with
each other, as well as to meet
local museum librarians.
The section held an open
session that focused on using
information available outside
the commercial corridor.
Librarians from Peru, Brazil,
Cuba, and Argentina showcased items from their collections, which they gathered

via exchange or gifts. An
impressive network of art
libraries in Sao Paulo,
REDARTE-SP, enables sharing of resources within that
enormous modern city. The
bilingual librarian at the
Museum of Arts in Lima
made skillful use of digital
images to interest attendees
in their special collection on
Peruvian art.
Among the best reasons to
attend the IFLA World
Congress and become
involved in the activities of a
particular section are the
opportunity to meet colleagues from around the
world, to share challenges
and contributions, to learn
from each other, and to realize that we all have similar
objectives, although our
resources may vary.
As a Latin American specialist myself, I especially
enjoyed this IFLA conference,
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as I was able to meet many
librarians from Argentina and
other Latin American countries. Even if I could not
attend all the programs I
would have liked to, I have
all the papers on a CD-ROM.
The level of contribution
from the Latin American
librarians was very high - on
their rich rare book colleclions, on serving their multicultural populations, on
challenges associated with
censorship and human
rights, on reading and literacy promotion, and on other
topics of interest to arts and
humanities librarians.
If an SLA member, espedally one from Canada or
elsewhere outside the United
States, is interested in joining
the Arts Libraries Section, I
encourage you to do so.
There is a place for you to
make a contribution to international librarianship. "
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Cataloging
By Marcia Lei Zeng
Member, Technical Standards Committee
and
Dorothy McGarry
Chair, Cataloging Committee
[As there is currently no SLA member
on the Cataloging Section Standing
Committee, Dorothy McGarry and
Marcia Zeng are also reporting on the
activities of that section. They attended
the section's program and committee
meetings.]
The program was "Developments in
Cataloging Guidelines"; there were
three speakers, two of whom are current members of the Standing
Committee of the Classification and
Indexing Section. The papers were as
follows: "IME ICC2 Report (Buenos
Aires) - IFLA's Draft Statement on
International Cataloging Principles and
Work Toward an International
Cataloging Code," by Barbara Tillett
(Library of Congress, USA); "Enabling
Metadata: Creating a Core Record for
Resource Discovery," by Lynne
Howarth (University of Toronto,
Canada); and "The Paradigm Project
and Its Quest for Metadata Solutions
and Services," by Carol van Nuys
(National Library of Norway, Oslo,
Norway). Progress continues on the
development of a Statement of
International Cataloging Principles,
which the organizers of the
International Meetings of Experts will

replace !FLA ' s 1961 Paris Principles.
These IFLA principles are the basis
for cataloging codes used worldwide.
Forty-five participants from 20 countries met at the downtown offices of
the Universidad de San Andres and
made suggestions for improvements to
the draft created at the first of these
regional meetings in Europe last year.
These !FLA Meetings of Experts on an
International Cataloging Code (IME
ICC) will continue with meetings in
the Middle East in 2005, in Asia in
2006, and in Africa in 2007.
The Cataloging Section has many
subgroups working on various projects.
Among these are the following:
The Working Group on Functional
Requirements and Numbering for
Authority Records has prepared a draft
of functional requirements for authority
records. It should be ready for worldwide review very soon.
The Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records Review Group
held a meeting of the larger group and
several subgroup meetings. One had to
do with clarifying "expression" in
FRBR; another, with teaching and training in FRBR. The chair intends to have
the FRBR model rewritten into an
object-oriented model from the present
entity-relationship model.
The Working Group on Guidelines for
OPAC Displays posted a draft on IFLANET for worldwide review. The guidelines have been revised and the WG met
in Buenos Aires. The completed document will be published by IFLA.

Library Theory and Research
By Wilda Newman
Chair-elect, Nominating Committee
Buenos Dias ...
A refrain that began every morning with charm and
friendliness at the 70th IFLA General Conference and
Council in Buenos Aires, Argentina, South America. The
World Library and Information Congress 2004, "Libraries:
Tools for Education and Development," convened at the
Hilton Hotel August 22-2 7, with some meetings at the
Sheraton Hotel.
Different meeting sites required transit between facilities,
although one could walk if time allowed. The buses worked well
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Anonymous Classics, Part 1 is posted
on IFLANET at www.ifla.org.
The Working Group on the Use of
Metadata Schema met at the conference.
Its document went out for worldwide
review and is being revised on the basis
of comments. It is hoped that a final
document will be ready by the end of
this year or early next year. A new WG
will be established to follow up on unresolved issues.
The International Standard
Bibliographic Description (ISBD) Review
Group met several times, as did several
subgroups, to discuss revisions to the
descriptions. The ISBD-ER (electronic
resources) is being revised on the basis
of comments received from a worldwide
review and discussions in Buenos Aires;
it is hoped that it will be approved later
this year. It has been decided that there
will be a high priority on attempting to
prepare a "consolidated" ISBD, in which
the stipulations are merged where they
can be, while areas that are unique to a
particular type of material are left separate. This consolidation would , among
other things, simplify future revisions
and ensure as much consistency as possible from one ISBD to another by making the wording either the same or closer among the eight ISBDs. At the present time, when one ISBD is revised,
points are noted that would or could
affect one or more other ISBDs, but
those other ISBDs may not be revised
again for several years. An attempt will
be made to prepare the consolidated
ISBD within the next two years. '-'

between the hotels, but when the need was to venture out further, problems often required innovation. For example, the buses
for the visit to the National Library of Argentina were not available when I was scheduled for that venue and it was suggested
that we split up and take taxies. We did, and certainly a taxi in
Buenos Aires was very inexpensive, but for some that could be
an insurmountable problem to get to a program offsite. Mostly
things went well and the 3,835 participants from 121 countries
had another good conference. There were 355 attendees from the
USA, second to the highest, Argentina with 618 delegates.

LTR programs
For the Division VII: Education and Research program LTR's
contribution was from Natalia I. Gendina, Russian
Federation, http://www.ifla.org/IV /ifla70/prog04.htm#3.

Breaking barriers to Literacy: contributions from the
Education and Research Division
• Literacy and literacy development programmes in Botswana
after independence - Chedza Molefe, Botswana Institute for
Development Policy Analysis, Gaborone, Botswana
• Defining information literacy in the 21st century - Sandy
Campbell, University of Alberta , Edmonton, Canada
• Librarians and breaking barriers to information literacy:
implications for continuing professional development and
workplace learning - L. Anne Clyde, University of Iceland,
Reykjavik, Iceland
• Library-based literacy programs: the Reading Section 's major
activities - Alec Williams, Bradford, UK
• Literacy concepts in LIS curricula - Terry Weech, University
of Illinois, Urbana, USA; Niels Ole Pars, Royal School of
Library and Information Science, Copenhagen, Denmark; and
C.R. Karisiddappa, Karnatak University, Dharwad, India
• Information Literacy for information culture: Separation of
unity (Russian research results) - Natalia I. Gendina,
Kemerovo State University of Culture and Arts, Kemerovo ,
Russian Federation
The satellite meeting was held off-site at INIBI University of
Buenos Aires on:

Library Research in Argentina: new approaches
The papers presented were bound and printed in both
Spanish and English and made available to participants at the
meeting, www.ifla.org/IV /ifla70/prog04.htm#S
• Situation of library research in Argentina. INIBI researches (in

Health and Biosciences Libraries
By Jo Anne Boorkman
SLA Fellow

The Health and Biosciences Libraries Section of IFLA had
two business meetings during the conference. This is a
small section, so members were delighted to have several
observers/ guests at the meeting, including two library
school students from the United States. Chair Bruce Madge
(UK) and secretary Rowena Cowen (NZ) shared highlights
from the Division II Standing Committee meeting. This year,
the division will recommend three to five papers from programs presented by division sections for inclusion in !FLA
Journal. Health and Biosciences Section members made recommendations as to which paper presented at the section's
program should be submitted to the division after the conference ended. !FLA finances continued to be a concern for
the organization: For next year's program in Oslo, Norway,
speakers from the region will be expected to pay a singleday registration unless sections pick up the registration fees.
Business meeting attendees also discussed the need to provide a mechanism to distribute the newsletter in print to
section members who do not have access to e-mail.
However, the newsletter, Global Connections, will continue

course and finished) - Susana Romanos de Tiratel, Instituto de
Investigaciones Bibliotecol6gicas (INIBI), Buenos Aires,
Argentina
• Library theory: its situation in Argentina - Ana Maria
Martinez, Universidad de La Plata, La Plata, Argentina
• The new history of books and libraries - Alejandro E. Parada,
Instituto de Investigaciones Bibliotecol6gicas (INIBI), Buenos
Aires, Argentina
The main LTR Section program was

Research tools for LIS
• Is that really so? Some guidelines when evaluating research Ragnan Audunson, Oslo University College, Oslo, Norway
• Do you have the appropriate toolbox to undertake your
research? - Wallace Koehler, Valdosta State University,
Valdosta, USA
• Unreliable Research: Are Librarians Liable? - Ann Curry,
School of Library, Archival and Information Studies, The
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada
The program for LTR promises to be just as good in Oslo,
Norway, August 14-18, 2005, with the theme "Libraries: A
Voyage to Discovery." Programs will include a co-sponsored
satellite meeting, August 9-11, Bergen, Norway,
"Management, marketing, evaluation and promotion of
library services, based on statistics, analyses and evaluation
in your own library." Other programs will be based on new
projects that the LTR has begun on "Research and the impact
of culture on that research." 4ljl

to be distributed mainly through the section's listserv,
medlibs@infoserv.inist.fr. They also discussed IFLA's plan
to begin the process of reviewing all sections, with a focus
on how they are operated, their effectiveness in attracting
new members, and how well they mentor members for roles
in the association.
A highlight and major focus of the first business meeting
was the presentation of two proposals to host the 10th
International Congress of Medical Librarianship (ICML) in
2009. Jane Ann Lindley, director of the distributed e-library
at Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar, presented a proposal for Qatar to host the meeting at its new facility in Doha
(www.qatar-med.cornell.edu). Janine Schmidt, university
librarian, and Heather Todd , executive manager for biological
and health sciences library services, University of
Queensland, Cybrary, presented an invitation from the
University of Queensland, Cybrary, for the meeting to be held
in Brisbane (www.cybrary.uq .edu.au). The Australians had
chosen the theme, "Information, Influence and Impact: 20/ 20
Vision - Positioning the Profession." Both proposals were
well-organized, detailed, and presented with enthusiasm. The
section made a recommendation to IFLA following the conference. The official announcement of the host for the 10th
ICML will be forthcoming from IFLA.
Invitations to upcoming meetings were extended. The
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European Association for Health Information and Libraries is
hosting the 9th European Conference on Health Information
Libraries, September 22-25, 2004, in Santandor, Spain
(http://ibio.humv.es/biblioteca/eahil); the 9th ICML will be
held in Salvador, Bahia, Brazil, September 20-23, 2005
(www.icml.org/?lang = eng). The theme for the meeting is
"Commitment to Equity." The Web site is open for submission of papers and meeting registration.
The Health and Biosciences Libraries Section presented a program with the theme "Health Literacy for All." Five papers were
presented: "Empowering Patients Through Health Information
Literacy Training," by Rowena Cowen, University of Wellington,
Wellington, New Zealand; "Medical Websites: Potential Tools for
Education, Research and Patient Care in India," by Raj Kumar,
Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research,
Chandigargh, India; "Health Information Literacy and Higher
Education - The Kings' College London Approach," by Margaret
Haines and Gary Horrocks, Kings College, London, UK;
"Development and Utilization of the Medical Information
Resources in China," by Zhan Youziang and Hao Hiying, Medical
Library of the Chinese Peoples Liberation Army, Beijing, China;
and "Libraries and Textbooks: Beyond a Good Read," by Rossella
Proscia, Ovid Technologies Ltd., London, UK. All papers were
well presented and informative.
Again this year, the section teamed with the Sciences and
Technology Section for a study tour day. These study tours provide participants with the opportunity to meet with local colleagues and visit their libraries. We were able to visit two
libraries in the large Universidad de Buenos Aires system.

Director Nancy D. Gomez and her staff gave the group an indepth tour of the Biblioteca Central Dr. Luis Federico Leloir
Facultad de Ciencias Exactas y Naturales. Highlighted was the
new special collections facility for proper housing of the library's
rare books and archival materials, which was funded through a
series of grants. Across the city, we visited the Medicine Faculty
Central Library. Director Maria Teresa Di Vietro and her staff gave
us an in-depth tour of the library, including its venerable history
of medicine collection. The history of medicine physician/librarian studied preservation and conservation techniques at the U.S.
National Library of Medicine; however, lack of funds for proper
housing and temperature control have proven to be a problem.
Both libraries provide Internet access and local Web-based
resources for their clientele in addition to print collections.
Students rely on the library for textbooks, and well-worn textbook collections were evident. This is a public university, and
there are thousands of students on both campuses. Our group
was presented with gifts at both libraries and treated to a light
lunch of sandwiches, cookies, and drinks at the medical library.
Our colleagues in Argentina were most gracious.
With the section's focus on improving communications
with colleagues in health and biosciences libraries, I will
report section activities and upcoming events throughout the
year to the SLA Biomedical and Life Sciences Division's listserv and Biofeedback. In turn, anyone with suggestions for
the IFLA Health and Biosciences Library Section's links to
Web pages that illustrate good practices in teaching health
information, news, and other information of interest should
forward them to me at jaboorkman@ucdavis.edu. C'
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Interested in serving as an SLA
Representative to the International
Federation of Library Associations
and Institutions (IFLA)?
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Connecting People
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Contact Stephanie A. Russell at
srussell@sla.org for complete details
regarding the nomination process and
available IFLA Sections.
Additional information is also available
http://ifla.org.
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Classification and Indexing
By Marcia Lei Zeng
Member, Technical Standards
Committee
and
Dorothy McGarry
Chair, Cataloging Committee

[At the 2004 IFLA World Congress
in Buenos Aires, Marcia Zeng and
Dorothy McGarry, both SLA members,
attended the meetings of the Standing
Committee of the Classification and
Indexing Section. Marcia Zeng is the
chair of the section for 2003-2005 . The
section has 110 institutional or individual members from 43 countries; the
Standing Committee has 20 members
from 14 countries.]
The section held an open program,
"Implementation and Adaptation of
Global Tools for Subject Access to
Local Needs." Four papers were presented: "The Subject Authority
Cooperative Program in Latin
America," presented by Ana Cristan
(Library of Congress, USA);
"Development of a Spanish Subject
Headings List," presented by Felipe
Martinez (Universidad Nacional
Aut6noma de Mexico, Mexico City,
Mexico); "Subject Indexing Between
International Standards and Local
Contexts: The Italian Case," written
by Antonia Ida Fontana (National
Central Library of Florence, Italy) and
presented by Feferica Paradisi; and
"Subject Indexing in Sweden" (the
creation of a system based on international standards in a country that

always wanted to go its own way),
presented by Pia Leth and Ingrid Berg
(Royal Library, National Library of
Sweden). All papers have Spanish,
Russian, French, and German translations and are available through the
IFLANET at www.ifla.org. More than
100 IFLA delegates attended the program, and spirited discussions followed the presentations.
The section's three working
groups (WGs) all had productive
meetings and updated their progress
at section meetings. The eighth draft
of the IFLA Guidelines for
Multilingual Thesauri will be finalized and released for worldwide comments by the end of 2004. The WG on
a Virtual Clearinghouse for Subject
Access Tools finished its first phase of
defining scopes and attributes as well
as testing the Web-based working
template. Another WG plans to produce IFLA Guidelines for Minimal
Requirements for Subject Access by
National Bibliographic Agencies in
the next two years. A new WG is
forming to expand the functional
requirements for bibliographic
records to include more on subject
access.
The Standing Committee discussed
its 2005 Oslo program, "Subject Tools
for Global Access, International
Partnership." It was suggested that
the program include three papers.
The first paper will cover experience
from the Czech Republic's collaboration with other small nations such as

Croatia, Macedonia, Lithuania,
Latvia, and Slovenia on using subject
headings. The second paper will be
on the use of classification as a
method of access for national bibliographies among Germany,
Switzerland, and Austria. The third
paper will discuss the initiatives
among Laval, Rameau, and LCSH to
meet the needs of users who use the
same language but are from different
countries. Looking ahead to the 2006
Seoul conference, it was decided that
the section's program would focus on
subject access for a multilingual and
multiscript networked environment
and would include at least two papers
reflecting Asian practices.
Division IV, Bibliographic Control,
to which the Classification and
Indexing Section belongs, held an
open forum at the Buenos Aires conference. The division continues its
focus on bibliographic control and
highlighted activities in Latin
America and the Caribbean during its
programs and open sessions. Felipe
Martinez of Mexico gave an overview
of "Bibliographic Control in Latin
America" at the division open forum ,
where the audience of more than 300
people also heard updates on the
numerous projects and initiatives of
the four sections: Bibliography,
Cataloging, Classification and
Indexing (presented by Marcia Zeng),
and the newest section, Knowledge
Management. Cl
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Government Libraries
By Jerry W. Mansfield
IFLA Representative, Government Libraries

Another high-energy, information-packed IFLA conference
has ended. The Government Libraries Section membership was
well represented in beautiful Buenos Aires. On Tuesday, August
24, our program attracted 278 people to hear about "The Role
of Information Literacy in a Democracy: How Government
Libraries Can Help." Five papers were presented by speakers
from Finland, Italy, China, Colombia, and Argentina.
The section business of the conference was to begin planning for next year's program, a pre-conference, and a collaborative effort with two other sections. The Government Libraries
Section will sponsor a pre-conference August 10-12, 2005, in
Swedish government offices entitled "How Government
Libraries and Information Services Support the Strategies of
Their Home Organisation in Practice." Scheduled speakers
include a librarian/former member of the Swedish Parliament,
a former advisor to the Ministry of Finance in Finland, and
section members sharing best practices:
The overall theme of the 2005 Oslo conference is "Libraries

Social Science
Libraries
Judith I. Field
SLA Past President

As a member of the
Standing Committee for Social
Science Libraries, I attended
two meetings of the committee. We discussed the issue of
membership in the committee
and why we had only five
members at each session,
plus a couple of observers for
brief periods. The program
this year focused on nongovernmental organizations

(NGOs). The content was
very good, clearly delineating
the roles of NGOs. We
arranged to have it simultaneously translated, and the
talks will be available on
IFLANET. We are exploring
the possibility of publishing
these presentations and are
soliciting two or three additional papers for an IFLA
presentation. In Oslo we will
focus on evidence-based practice as used outside the
health sciences field. Looking
ahead to the Seoul conference, we may revisit NGOs
and how they are organized
and function in Asia.

Library and Research Services
for Parliaments
By Donna Scheeder
SLA Past President

The Library and Research Services for
Parliaments Section preceded its IFLA
activities with a highly successful preconference in Valparaiso, Chile, August
17-19.

- A Voyage of Discovery," and the Government Libraries
Section will echo this theme with one of its own: "Destination
Unknown? Piloting Innovations in the Government Library."
Watch for our upcoming call for papers.
Over the years, the section chair and IFLA headquarters
have received requests for guidelines for the operation of a
government library. IFLA has no such guidelines, so the
Government Libraries Section began work in Berlin (IFLA
2004) to formulate a plan of action. During the 2005 conference, a working group under the direction of Nancy Bolt
(USA) solicited assistance from the Government Information
and Official Publications Section and the Library and Research
Services for Parliaments Section to draft some working guidelines. A three-section collaborative effort is now under way to
prepare guiding principles for the operations and services of
government libraries and information centers. It is anticipated
that draft guidelines will be presented for discussion at the
Oslo conference, with a possible final version ready for presentation to IFLA at the 2006 Seoul conference.
2005 is an election year, and the chair spent much time
soliciting interest from attendees in seeking nominations to the
Government Libraries Section. Seven librarians from as many
countries expressed interest; the chair will attempt to obtain
nominations from member institutions for those individuals. ~

I also attended a presentation by Dr. William V.
Jackson, senior fellow at
Dominican, on "An
Introduction to Librarianship
in Latin America." This presentation, coupled with the
last issue of IFLA Journal and
the special issue of
Referencias that were given to
all attendees, provided a very
illuminating view of the state
of library science and
libraries in Latin America,
with special emphasis on
Argentina.
The Quality Issues in
Libraries Discussion Group
presented a very informative

Representatives from 30 countries
attended three days of sessions in Chile
that began with opening addresses by the
president of the House of Representatives
and the president of the Senate. The conference theme was "Clients,
Commitments and Trust: Strategic
Listening to Users' Concerns, and
Listening to Citizens' Concerns on
Legislative Issues as DemocracyPromoting Activities from the Library of
Congress." Four members of the Chilean
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session focusing on quality
issues in libraries, including
what is actually meant by
"quality" from the perspectives of people in the United
Kingdom, Spain, and
Germany. As we move more
and more into providing virtual services, quality is
becoming a larger issue in
libraries.
The only disappointment
was that some tours, including the one to the Stock
Exchange Library, had to be
cancelled because of protests.
Our Argentinean hosts were
very gracious in planning an
informative conference. '9'

National Congress shared their concerns
about how their role has shifted, followed
by a presentation that discussed what this
means for the Chilean National Library of
Congress. Emphasis was placed on the
role of the librarian as information coordi
nator. Presentations were made on the
various services provided by the library,
such as an online bill-tracking system,
and on a variety of information networks,
including the Global Legal Information
Network (GLIN).

The representatives from Latin
America held a special working session
that resulted in a signed agreement to
form a regional association of parliamentary libraries in Latin America.
The third day, Research Day, consisted
of four panels, in which speakers discussed strategies for dealing with staff
of members of parliament, various
national strategies for meeting the
research needs of senators and members, and innovation updates.
In Buenos Aires, the section produced
a very full prngram consisti"ng of two
o_pen meetings, two days of panels and
workshops at the Ar-gentine Library of
Congress, and two standing committee
meetings. In the first open meeting, panelists from the Parliamentary Libraries of
Canada and Sweden and the Chilean
National Library of Congress each discussed the topic "Democracy-Enabling
Activities by Parliamentary Libraries and
Research Services." Frank Kirkwood of
the Parliamentary Library in Ottawa,
Canada, introduced his concept of a
democracy action plan that consists of 18
categories of democracy-building activities, including such items as publication
of parliamentary documentation, a public
information service, and support for
democracy in schools. He concluded his
presentation by cLisU:ibuting a survey for
the purpose of developing a baseline of
the status of these activitie in each parliamentary library. Marareta Brundin of
Sweden and Ana Marai Pino Yanes pre-

sented case studies of how this issue is
addressed in each of their organizations.
"Changes and New Visions on
Parliamentary Libraries and Research
Services from the Point of View of an
lncoming Director and an Outgoing
Director" was the topic for the second
open meeting. Priscilla Baines, a 30-year
veteran of the House of Commons
Libraries, discussed how the work of
parliamentarians has changed. They are
busier; more demands are made on them
and the public has increased expectations of service; legislation and issues
are more complex; and the number of
lobbyists and pressure groups has
increased. Additional staff and increased
demands for remote access to services
and 24/7 access to information resources
have transformed the way parliamentary
libraries do business. The changes, however, have been more in presentation
than in content, and technology has
been the great enabler of change. Baines
concluded by reminding the audience
that technology can't evaluate the information; human intervention is still necessaTy to accomplJ sh that. Soledad
Ferreiro, the relatively new diTector of
the Chilean Library of Congress, called
attention to politics in crisis. She
declared that the declining participation
of citizens in the political process is a
threat to democracy and that our
libraries have a duty to retrieve the original sense of the library as a place that
takes care of government and citizens by

maintaining the records of accountability, helping to build social networks, creating knowledge, and disclosing new
worlds to citizens.
1\vo full days of programs took place
at the Argentine Library of Congress.
Several members of the Argentinian
Senate addressed the meeting on the
topic of "Legislators as Users of the
Library." The directors of the various
library services discussed how their
organizations fulfill the needs expressed
in the earlier panel on "DemocracyEnabling Activities." This was followed
by a full day of interactive workshops
conducted by various members of the
standing committee on such topics as
customizing electronic services, collaborative projects, the keys to success, and
think tanks.
The conference concluded with the
final standing committee meeting, which
was open to all conference attendees in
the section. Participants brainstormed
topics for next year's conference and
were informed of the election process for
members of the standing committee
whose terms expire next year. Current
section leaders clearly stated that the
section desires to have diversity in its
membership and urged those present to
consider standing for election. The meeting concluded with a personal invitation
from member Gro Sandigrad to next
year's conference ill Nonvay and to the
pre-conference at the Stortinget, the
national parliament of Norway. ::I
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SLA Shows Off New Home
On October 20, 2004, SLA members, industry partners,
friends , and staff gathered at the association's new global
headquarters to celebrate its opening. Over 350 people
attended, including SLA President Ethel Salonen and several
members of the association's board of directors.

Over 350 guests attended the unveiling of the new SLA
Headquarters.

Members and staff mingled and discussed the future of the
profession.

Past President Donna Scheeder enjoys time with Dan
Trefethen , Doris Helfer, and Lynne McCay.
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All in attendance enjoyed great food and drink, toured the
facilities , and were treated to previews of the SLA 2005
Annual Conference, the upcoming study on the future of
librarians in the workforce, and the development of SLA's
online university.

Marie Kaddell, Maureen Meyer, Anne Caputo, and
Anne Marie Del Vecchio share a Laugh.

Ethel Salonen
welcomes
Alexandria Mayor
Bill Euille to the
Open House.

John Latham of SLA staff chats with
Executive Director Emeritus David Bender.

Linda Broussard of the SLA staff, center,
greets Jason Schnilr and another open
house guest.

Two open house guests take a break from the celebration to
enjoy the comfortable lobby.

SLA Executive
Director Janice
Lachance and
Maryland
Chapter
President Mary
Dzurinko spend
time together.
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This article describes the concept
of rural development and the role of
information in the overall development of the rural populace. It
attempts to explore the information
needs of rural development practitioners and lists sources of information
from various organizations engaged in
the task of rural development. Various
e-governance initiatives of state governments and the National
Informatics Centre (NICJ for making
day-to-day information available to

the rural masses are explained in
detail. The article emphasizes the
need for an Internet-based informa tion storage and retrieval system for
rural development. Web addresses of
some of the organizations engaged in
rural development are also provided.

ntroduction
The term "rural development" is a
subset of the broader term "development." Development is a subje ctive
and value-based term; thus , there
cannot be a consensus as to its meaning . At best, development in the context of society could be conceptualized as a set of desirable societal
objectives that a country seeks to

achieve. Rural development connotes
overall development of rural areas
with a view to improve the quality of
life of rural people.' It is a comprehensive and multidimensional concept and encompasses the development of agriculture and allied activities, village and cottage industries
and crafts, socioeconomic infrastructure, community services and facilities, and , above all, the human
resources in rural areas . As a phenomenon, rural development is the
end result of interactions among various physical, technological, economic, sociocultural, and institutional factors. As a strategy, it is designed to
improve the economic and social
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challenges and problems that lie
ahead of them. The PR!s can function
better if they have access to importan
policy instructions, current government schemes and programs, knowledge of the activities of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) functioning in their area, their financial
powers, expenditures to be made
under various budget heads, development plans, and so on.
know what the
planners sitting in
capital cities are
doing for them. Thus,
building a grassrootslevel information storage
and retrieval system for
economic development is
crucial for the success of any
government policy.

well-being of a
specific group of
people - the rural
poor. As a discipline,
it is multidisciplinary in
nature, representing an
intersection of agricultural,
social, behavioral, engineering,
and management sciences.
In the words of Robert Chambers,
"Rural development is a strategy to
enable a specific group of people, poor
rural women and men, to gain for
themselves and their children more of
what they want and need. It involves
helping the poorest among those who
seek a livelihood in the rural areas to
demand and control more of the benefits of rural development. The group
includes small-scale farmers, tenants,
and the landless."'
We shall define rural development
here as a process leading to sustainable improvement in the quality of life
of rural people, especially the poor.
The World Bank, in a Discussion
Paper (1996), has emphasized that
i.nfo nn a tion is an important production
factor, along with land, labor, capital,
and energy. Timely access to information is crucial for development. 3
"Information poverty" hinders economic development, as government
agencies working at the field level
lack access to policies and programs of
the central and state governments.
Even the ultimate beneficiary does not

Organ,za!:ons Engaged
iri Rural Gevelcpment
A large number of organizations in government and nongovernment sectors are engaged
in the gigantic task of rural
development. The information
needs and the information generated by them differ from organization to organization.

The government has been, still is,
and will continue in the near future to
be an important organization in the
field of agricultural and rural development in developing countries, including India. The main functions of government organizations/institutions are
on the following six levels:
1. Facilitating policy formulation.
2. Harmonizing the actions of various
economic agents and coordinating program impl ementation.
3. Providing in centives for collective
action and self-regulation.
4. Enforcing regulation and policing.
5. Resolving conflicts and providing
arbitration.
6. Providing technical assistance.
·}11p
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The empowerment of local governments as a result of Parliament's passage of the 73rd Amendment resulted
in pan cbayti raj institutions (PRis)
tha t a re stronge r a.nd more dynamic,
and better able to face the serious
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Cooperatives occupy an important
place in India's rural economy in
terms of their coverage of the population and their share of the total suppl)
of agricultural inputs, including credit
India can rightly claim to have the
largest network of cooperatives in the
world. In India, there are 3. 95 lakh
cooperatives with a total membership
of almost 2,000 lakhs and working
capital of Rs.118,6999 crore. IFFCO,
KRIBCHCO, the giant cooperative sector fertilizer plant, is responsible for
2 7 .1 percent of the fertilizer produced
in the country.
1\Gn ~ "" I \'p/1111 an ,\,t:111t 1c~

NGOs and voluntary agencies (VAs:
play a vital role in rural development.
They can inspire the rural population
to prepare meaningful plans for rural ·
development and can take part in th ei
implementation. At the national level,
the Council for Advancement of
People's Action and Rural Technology
(CAPART) is the primary agency
responsible for promoting voluntary
action in rural development.
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Business houses such as Tatas,
Godrej, Hindustan Lever, Escorts,
Lupin, IPCL, Usha Martin, Excel, and
Arvind Mills have established their
own trusts to take up agricultural an<'
rural development work in selected
rural areas.
:·illl!llf' 1 1
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The capital requirements of agricu
tural and rural development are
tremendous. Capital is required not
only for on-farm investment to
improve the production apparatus an
provide various farm inputs and serv
ices, but also for a vast array of supportive infrastructural facilities. Fun<i
for investment in rural development
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projects come from two main sources:
domestic and foreign. Within each category, there are also institutional and
non institutional sources.'

Information Needs of Rural
Development Practitioners
A number of agencies are involved
with the task of agricultural and rural
development in India. The information
requirements and the information
products generated by these requirements vary widely. 5 For example, the
financial institutions responsible for
credit dispensation in rural areas need
information on
• Resources. Manpower resources such
as production of rural artisans, general occupation of rural people, and distribution of income levels.
Agricultural resources such as cultivable land, dry land, forest area,
forest resources, and industries based
on agricultural resources. Water, electricity, and so on.
• Management information. Marketing,
market yards, rural bazaars (these
rural bazaars are dealing in marketing
of rural goods to the rural communities and commonly referred to as
"haats" in local parlance in India.
• Regulatory information. Reserved
items list, local laws pertaining to
rural industries, banned items, taxes,
tariffs, incentives, subsidies, scarce
raw materials, import-export policy
regulations, and agricultural and
industrial policies.
• Technological infomwtion.
Appropriate technologies for rural
areas, agricultural implements, unconventional energy sources, processes,
specifications, standards, and patents.

• Information relating to credit.
Financial assistance extended by competitors, such as other financial institutions; terms and conditions for
advances. The upper limit to which a
loan can be sanctioned depending
upon the repayment capacity of the
borrower, repayment period, insurance
coverage, and changes in refinancing
policies for various loan/refinance
products formulated at the Head Office
level. Also, making the ultimate beneficiary aware of these policies.

Information Sources
Since independence, a large number of government institutions and
autonomous organizations have been
created and assigned various functions
for the execution of various programs.
These institutions continuously generate information.
Financial information is generated
by the Reserve Bank of India, the
National Bank for Agriculture and
Rural Development (NABARD), the
Industrial Development Bank of India,
the Industrial Credit and Investment
Corporation of India, state financial
corporations, and commercial banks.
This information is available in a variety of documents, such as
• Circulars on agriculture, rural development, and small industry
• District credit plans
• Evaluation reports on various projects related to rural development
• Policy guidelines
• Monthly progress reports
• Schemes, feasibility reports, and statistical statements
• Statistical data on the banking industry and the economy

Industry-related information can be
accessed through the publications of
• The National Small Industry
Corporation
• The Small Industry Development
Organization
• Small industry service institutions
• The Directorate of Industries
• The Khadi and Village Industries
Commission
• Developmental and consultancy
organizations
Research information can be
accessed through the publications of
• The Indian Council of Agricultural
research and its various research laboratories situated all over India
• The Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research
• The National Institute of Rural
Development
A large number of international
agencies put out enormous amounts of
literature related to rural development
- to name a few, the Food and
Agriculture Organization, the World
Bank, the International Development
and Research Centre, UNESCO and
UNIDO, the Commonwealth
Agricultural Bureaux (CAB), and the
Centre for Integrated Rural
Development for Asia and the Pacific
(CIRDAP).

Information Dissemination
through E-Governance
The best thing that has happened as
a result of e-governance initiatives
across various states is, first, the consolidation of information into a large number of databases that have been updated, computerized, and put into use by
rural people for their daily needs.

Access to information anywhere, anytime, by both th e government and citizens, has been the biggest achiev ment in a short period of time.
Second, the computerization process
has brought more accuracy and
authenticity to the processes and in
some places has eliminated the corruption or fraudulent practices that
were prevalent in the system.
Va.1ious kinds of e-govema.uce project/information networks are available
on which the activities or organizations engaged in rural development
can be hosted, readily accessed, and
shared." These state government projects and networks for rural development are described below:
l\ll(fhrn Prades h

• APSWAN. Network for voice, data,
and video communication throughout
Andhra Pradesh. Operational. with 2
Mbps fiber optic links connecting the
State Secretariat with 25 centres.
• Card Project. Manual system of registering and preserving documents of immovable property transactions replaced by
simple and transparent system.
• Multipurpose Household Survey
Project. World Bank-aided project.
Basic socioeconomic data on all residents of the state and a database of
land records.
• Fully automated services of transport.
Issuance of learner's permits and driver's licenses, and registration of vehicles through a comprehensive networked solution.

• Andhra Pradesh Development
Monitoring System. This project has
been developed by the planning
department and combines a sophisticated geographical information system
(GlS) with data from remote-sensing
sateLLites. The system, which was
launched early in 2004, has created
base maps of 1,122 mandals, or communities, their revenue, villages and
habitations, together with a suite of
thematic data on road networks, community infrastructure, basic demographics, and soil and geomorphology.
Gujarat

• Smart Card Project. The 22 regional
transport offices of Gujarat have been
equipped with state-o(-the-art driving
license environment and issuance centers . Th.is is the world's largest Slllilrlcard-based driving license project with
biometrics. Each cen ter has integrated
facilities for online capture of individuaJ photographs, signalur s, and fingerprints, along wilh other identification deLails. The fingerprints are interpreted for key fealw-es, extracted, and
stored for identification purposes.
• Statewide WAN. This wide area network connects the various office complexes of the government of Gujarat.
• Disaster Management System. This
system maintains communications
during natural disasters.
Kn rn11 lcl ka

• Computerization of the Education
Deparlment. The Educa tion
Department. with technica l assistance from NIC, established a
computer center at the office
of the Commissioner of
Public Instruction to
speed up work, automate routine jobs,
eliminate delay in
related work, and
increase computer
awareness.
Computerization
of treasuries.
With an investment of over Rs .
30 crore,
Karnataka's
Department of
Treasuries has
been computerized. This process

includes the installation of approximately 250 VSATs (very small aperture
terminals) all over the state to cap luJe
every single transaction, accounting
for over Rs. 20 ,000 crore at all 31 district treasuries an d ·1s4 "taluk " treJsuries. The a couols will be updated
in stantl y, llrns providing a comprehensive MIS [manag men! informJtion
system) support to the government
and transparency of transactions
involving public money.
• VIDUTNET for the Karnataka Power
Transmission Corporation Ltd.
(KPCTL). India 's first VSAT-based com
munication network supports real-tim
data applications for power generation
and distribution. Commissioned by
KPTCL, the network is also used for
voice and fax communication.
/\ 1•r,1/a
• f(em la RD NET. All 152 office blocks

were networked, providing enhanced
connectivity. Also, regular news about
the various activities undertaken in
the state is now available.
Commissioned with the help of NIC.
Connectivity was established through
NICNET.
• Kudumbasree. The program for state
poverty eradication. Computer centres
have been established under the
Development of Women and Children
in Urban Areas (DWCUA) componen t.
• Government Automation Project.
Digitizes huge volumes of back data
from various departmenls and ports
the information lo the auto1ttaled systems. This process will create empl oy
ment opportunities in data entry.
• CARD. Eliminates the problems in th
system of reg istration of do cuuwnts
through electronic delivery of a ll reg i:
tration services. In its first phase. th 0
project is proposed to be impl e111en te1
in 14 sub-registrar offices ·ov ri.ng 14
districts of the state.
Maluu ash ti a

• Maharashtra State Excise Applicatio
Software Project. Started with the pro
vision of software development and
basic awareness to approximately
1,000 mployees. Provides s pecifk
information to government derart~
ments related to excise and revenue
administration.
• Stamps and Registration Project. Th
government is investing Rs. 10 crore
develop a software system for manai

.,

-

ing the flow of information which is
coming in and going out of Stamps
and Registration Department. When
the system is in place, documents will
be registered within an hour, and the
original copy of the document handed
over to the recipient, which is not the
case at present. The system is expected to eliminate favoritism and create
more transparency.
• Connectivity Project. Connecting
approximately 3,000 offices in a VSAT
network . Every typewriter in
Maharashtra State Secretariat will be
replaced by a computer.
J{uiustll(J11

• RAJ-SWIFT. Statewide intranet. The
system uses Internet technology and
tools to facilitate online data, text, and
e-mail communication between the
office of the chief minister and all 32
district collectors on a one-to-one
basis.
• Rajnidhi Information Kiosk Project.
This is a Web-enabled informatio11
kiosk system designed and developed
by the Department of Information
Technology, Government of Rajasthan.
From these information kiosks, citizens will be able to access information
related to health, family planning,
immunization schedules for children,
employment, transportation, distance
education, agriculture, water and electricity connection, birth and death registration, approved housing societies,
prices of land and building taxes.
• Chief Minister's Infonnalion System.
For the chief minister to use and monitor the key activities of the various
government departments.
• Computerization of District
Collectorate. Computerization of grievances and tracking of court cases.
Includes monitoring of court cases,
financial accounting, arms licenses,
small savings monitoring, and the
famine and flood relief system of various offices, such as the Sub-District
Office, the District Rural Development
Agency, and the Treasury.
• Vikas Darpan. A GlS-based planning
and decision support system that facilitates resource-based, decentralized
planning using comprehensive databases of 40,000 villages, 237 panchayat samitis, and 219 tehsils. Includes
about 200 demographic and socioeconomic indicators.
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Categories of
Development Information
We can see that the type of information support required for rural development varies, but it can be categorized
as follows: '
• Socioeconomic information
• Geographic-based information
• Special purpose information
• Special program information
• Sectoral information
• District-level information
• Sub-district-level information
• Village-level information
• Household-level information

M.R.Rawtani is associate professor and former head in the
Department of Library and
Information Science, University
of Rajasthan, JAIPUR. He
obtained his master's LLB,
master's of library science, and
Ph.D. from Rajasthan
University, Jaipur.

Conclusion
Many organizations are engaged in development. For an integrated view of their
efforts and the information they are generating, a Web-based solution that aggregates information into a single unit is
needed. The NIC web site (www.nic.in) is
an ideal platform to begin learning about
rural development activities. It includes
information generated by rural development agencies and financial institutions in
the government sector.
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Do Indexes Qualify for Copyright Protection?
It is with both regret and relief that I write this, my
last copyright column for lnfonnation Outlook. I have
loved writing the column. But 74 columns later, I have
quite simply run out of ideas! I appreciate the support and
ideas you have given me over the past six plus years now yo u know everything I know about copyright. I am
delighted that SLA has found an excellent new columnist
lo carry on. the tradition. Lesley Ann Harris, who is very
knowledgeable, is also an excellent writer. I will enjoy
readin her columns as I know you will.

By Laura Gasaway

The simple answer to this
question is yes, Lndexes do
quali fy for copyright protection . This is opyrighl however, so, of course, it cannot
be a simple "yes" but instead
is "yes, but. ... "
An index is a factual compilation of a specific type. A
number of earlier columns
have addressed the issue of
factual compilations and the
reL1uiren1ents they must meet
to qualify for copyright protection . lndexes are no dUJerent.
There are several types of
indexes for which the ques-

tion about copyrightability
may
produce
different
answers to the question,
depending on the type of
index involved. For example,
a subject index in a book, a
stand-alone index, and a
computer-generated index
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that searches a document
word by word are different
types of indexes.
To qualify for copyright,
an index must be an original
work with at least a small
amount of creativity, and it
must be fixed in tangible
form of protection now
known or later developed. It
is the creativity part of the
originality requirement that
has plagued the creators of
compilations since Feist v.
Rural Telephone' in 1991.
In that case, the U.S.
Supreme Court held that in
order for a factual compilation to qualify for copyright,
it would have to satisfy the
creativity portion of the originality requirement. This
could be done by finding the
requisite originality in elements such as selection,
coordination arrangement of
data, and value adding.
A subject index clearly
exhibits considerable creativity in the analysis of the text,
the selection of the words
and phrases to use as index
terms in the particular work,
and the assigning of portions
of the book to a particular
term. This is clear evidence
of the exercise of independent judgment. Both subject
indexes to a book or other

works and stand-alone subject indexes would satisfy
this factor.
Indexers exhibit consider
able skill in selecting the
terms, applying their knowledge of the subject fie ld,
determining how much mention or discussion of the term
or concept merits an index
entry,
and
the
like.
Coordination comes from
identifying the terms th at
will be primary subject head,
ings and which will be su b·
ordinate, whether to use syn
onyms as "see" r Ierencesi
etc. The arrangement of su ch
an index thus follows so m
what from the selection o
primary indexing terms sine ·
most indexes are an alp b.a
betical list of terms will
"see" and "see also" refer
ences leading users to th
proper term used in the Ln de
for coordinate concepts, b
the arrangement is reflecti v
of the decisions made in sele
tion and coordination, and th
is likely to be original also .
Thus , pretty clearly a su
ject index may qualify f
copyright protection . T
second question is who ow
the copyright in a subj e
index . Is it a work for hire
is the indexer an indepen
ent contractor? If the work
a free -standing index, clear
the indexer is the author ar
owns the copyright. But wh
about a subject index th
will be incorporated into
book about to be publishec
A work for hire is a we
prepared by an employ
within the scope of t
employment. So, an in<
pendent indexer who c<

copyright

corner

tracts with a book publisher
to produce an index for a particular book normally is not
an employee. But if that publisher has a staff indexer who
produces all of the indexes
for its publications, that
indexer is an employee
because the individual is
salaried, the publisher pays
benefits, provides workspace,
etc. The statute dictates that
in the work for hire situation,
the employer is the author.
Outside of the formal
employment context, a publisher may engage an indexer
to produce a particular subject

index for a book. Is this a work
for hire? This is a "commissioned work" under the statute
and whether it is a work for
hire depends on three factors:
1. The work must be specially
ordered or commissioned.
2. It must be one of the nine
categories of works statutorily
defined as comprising commissioned works that will be considered works for hire.
3. The parties must agree in
writing that the work is a work
for hire. One of the nine categories listed is "supplementary
work," and indexes are identified among the common types

of works that would fall into
this category.'
It is likely the third
requirement that most often
is not met. Apparently, many
indexers
have
informal
agreements with a publisher
to produce an index but
there is no written agreement. In this instance,
according to the statute, the
index cannot be a work for
hire. The reality is often,
however, that the indexer
has not sought to exercise
his copyright rights and the
publisher has just assumed
that it owns the copyright as

a work for hire.
Ownership of the copyright
in a subject index is a matter of
considerable importance to
both indexers and publishers.
Clarifying the copyright ownership issues up front will avoid
later conflict. While publishers
are likely to have standard contracts, it behooves an indexer
to also have as contract that he
or she prefers and to present it
to the publisher for discussion
prior to commencing the work.
'499 U.S. 340 (1991).
'17 U.S.C. § 101 (2000). (.\
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Twenty Ways for All Librarians to be Successful with e-Learning
By Stephen Abram

E-learning and distance
education have been with us
for a long time. I even remember when my alma mater
experimented with a television campus. There have
always been issues with distance, resources, and time for
learners to get the learning
opportunities they need .
Australian students in the
Outback have been getting
elementary and high school
educations for decades. PBS
and NPR have supported education through television ,
radio and Web sites for a long

time. However, they don't say
that the Internet changes
everything
for
nothing!
Libraries and learning have
been two sides of the same
coin since time immemorial.
Web-supported learning
isn't just about school. But
since libraries traditionally
exist largely in learning
environments, we must
ensure that libraries and
librarians are up to the challe nge of demonstrating and
µ roving thei r relevan ce in
th is
ch a n gi1:fg
world.
Academic
and
college
libraries support curricula faculties, programs, courses
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·Used Books
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seeking quality technical, scientific, and
academic titles. We offer cash or trade and
can help you get the most for your books.
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• SUPERCEDED TITLES

POWELL'S
TECHNICAL BOOKS
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503-228-3906 • 800-225-691 l
Fax: 503-228-0505
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and lessons - as well as continuing
education
and
research. Grade schools are
blending Web-based learning experiences with classroom sessions. And, from
the core of the special
libraries world, corporate,
law, and medical libraries
especially are being cha llenged
by an ever-widening ran ge of
technical. mc111ageria l, and
global training offerings.
Many e-learning systems
offer access to articles, ebooks, databases and other
extended learning opportunities without reference to the
roles of librarians. Libraries
were relevant in the brick and
mortar campus paradigm indeed central to it. How do
we integrate the content and
services into the virtual elearning environment? Elearning is one of the fastest
growing segments of the Web
information space and the
majority of top 500 companies are investing in it.
The big question is: Can
we be just as successful and
needed when our students'
and employees' learning

needs are not near enough to
our collections and staff? Is
this an opportunity to move
our services close to the
learner's experience? In short,
where does the ultimate virtual library meet virtual
learning? Can we increase our
impact on employee and student learning?
Following on the successful SLA seminar on e-learning
opportunities for li brari es
that I presented in Septemb r
2004, here is a short brainstormed list of the "low hanging fruit" - those tactics that
libraries should investigate to
achieve successful complementary services for e-learn- 1
ing and distance education.
Some definitions may
assist here. IDC Canada
defines e-learning as syncluonous or asynchronous learning that is conducted over
Internet, intranet, extranet, or
other Internet-based tec h,
nologies. An LMS is a learn·
ing ma nagement syste n
where learners, instructors
and employers engage iJ
learning
strategies
an
processes. An LCMS is

Stephen Abram, MLS, is vice president, innovation, for
Sirsi Corp. He is the past president of the Ontario Library
Association and the current president of
the Canadian Library Association. In
June 2003 he was awarded SLA 's John
Cotton Dana Award. This column contains his personal perspectives and does
not necessarily represent the opinions or
positions of Sirsi Corp. Products are not
endorsed or recommended for your personal situation and are shown here as
useful ideas or places to investigate or
explore. He would love to hear fro m you
at stephen.abram@sirsi.com.
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learning content management
system where the focus is on
content development. It is
used to create, store, assemble, and deliver personalized
e-learning content in the form
of learning objects. Learning
objects are discrete learning
events that are reusable, recombinable or re-learnable.

Opportunities for
Librarians and
e-Learning
1. E-learning is a

great
opportunity to develop new
partnerships. Learning tends
to be at the core of most organization's strategies - either
explicitly, as in educational
organizations, or implicitly,
as in for-profit areas where
change management requires
new learning and new
processes. It requires permanent, respectful teaming with
IT /IS, your faculty of education, pedagogues, and curriculum experts, commercialization and product development, HR, training, line managers, and anyone challenged
by training and development
needs within the enterprise.
2. Cataloguing, classifying and
organizing learning objects adding metadata to these assets
- seems a simple enough contribution. Librarians have the
core knowledge to learn and
adopt the emerging common
standards in this industry like
SCORM (shareable content
object reference model), XML,
and others.
3. Adding discovery mechanisms for learning objects is a
no-brainer. If an organization

free Web Resources in e-Learning
• Elliott Masie's TechLeam Trends,
www.masie.comfUst./
• I-learning NewsLine, www.elearningmag.com
• Online Leaming E-news and Online Leaming
Reviews, www.vnuleaming.com
• HR.Com, www.hr.com
• Collabonte e-newsletter,
www.collaborateexpos.com
• Means Business Ideas in the News, www.meansbusiness.com
owns or licenses e-learning
courses,
potential
users
should be able to discover
them through the intranet,
OPAC, or portals. It is clearly
dangerous
if
e-learning
becomes a content island
with the enterprise.
4. Archiving learning objects
is an important task. Backing
them up is not sufficient.
Significant investments have
been made in these assets
and they must be able to be
found again and updated as
needed. Versioning control is
an issue. There are also
issues of up-to-datedness,
quality, and timeliness.
5. There are several plug-ins
from the library that might
prove useful. These can
include bibliographic software
for enhancing the production
of reports and essays or access
to tools on the intranet and in
licensed resources. These
should be available at the
point of need in a learner-centric environment.
6. The OPAC cannot be
ignored.
A well-stocked
library makes the information

and research assets of the
enterprise discoverable. A
link to the OPAC from within
e-learning courses, distance
education activities, and
learning portals and commons is essential. Ideally this
access should be contextual
and integrated with other relevant resources.
7. We have built specialized
access to specific resources
like books, articles, and videos
for many years - especially at
the course level. If your integrated library system supports
Reserve room functionality
and e-Reserves, it is time to
review where this is discovered. It can be linked from a
course Web site but we should
consider providing access to
relevant content at the point of
need - the lesson level rather
than just at the macro course
or program level.
8. Webliographies": Although
someone has trademarked this
word, it still communicates
best, for me, the concept of the
Web bibliography. Library subject experts have been designing these for decades and these

h
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reading lists and pathfinders
can now find new value and
use by integrating them into
the lessons and courses in eleaming support - including
ensuring they have live links.
9. Biogs and RSS are recently
popular technologies that
libraries have adopted rapidly
and they are ideal to add a
dynamic component to Webenabled learning. It's a great
opportunity to feed the latest
resources in context to a class
or program. Recent news sto·
ries can provide learnable and
teachable moments; the latest
dissertations can feed doctoral seminars; the latest news
on IT and recent IT programming books can alert learners
in technical courses to
resources that inform their
work and improve long term
corporate performance. Push
content has developed a lot
since it first arrived and is
worth investigating again.
10.
In
the
physical
world, the learning enterprise
- academic or corporate can often be drawn as revolving around a library and intelinformation
lectual and
assets. In the virtual world
with online repositories, virtual libraries, and virtual
classrooms, care must be
taken to ensure that the full
resources of the organization
remain visible and available
to all learners and employees.
Library workers must seek
opportunities to add "Ask a
Librarian" buttons, instant
messaging, and virtual reference and help services to
every point of contact with elearning registrants.
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11. Content is not always
free and it can come with
and
licensing
copyright
restrictions. Libraries are well
positioned with the e-learning
content folks to partner on
dealing with DRM, licensing,
and rights clearances issues.
Indeed, the library has often
purchased rights to content
that should not be re-paid for.
There are opportunities here
for cost efficiencies.
12 . Library systems folks
usually are involved in
acquiring enterprise rights to
specialized, quality database
access and installing federated search protocols on top of
these important resources.
Federated search is just the
sort of discovery system that
can be tuned to the needs of

the learner. For example, in a
biology class you can tune
the search to search just the
key biology resources, or in a
course about competitive
intelligence course you can
tune the search page to search
both internal and external
resources effectively.
13 . Why refer to an article
in a lesson and just leave it
up to the student to jump
though hoops to read it? The
OpenURL standard can discover the legal copy of an
article anywhere you have
rights to it or drive the user
to a document delivery service to acquire it. Many aggregators such as ProQuest offer
features in their interface
that allow you to create persistent or durable links that

inform~t\QAl
Get a Year(12 month) Subscription
for ONLY $125!

Order Online at:
www.sla.org/merchandise
SLA
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can be accessed from anywhere authenticated users
are viewing it.
14. Learners need good
resources around information
ethics. Many libraries have
great Web pages on creating
footnotes and bibliographies.
Many e-learning courses have
an essay component. Why
don't you add these learning
objects to the lesson in each
course where the essay or
project is assigned?
15. We are rapidly entering a
world where streaming media
and audio servers will host
huge collections for libraries.
All of these should be discoverable and usable from within
a class or lesson. Prepare for
this eventuality. Much can be
learned from access to medical videos , speeches , and
images, for example.
16. Course packs have long
been a way of developing customized textbooks and readings for students. E-course
packs are wonderful ways to
deliver these to your learners.
Several companies can create
these for you and deal with
the rights issues, or you can
develop your own.
17. Libraries can offer collection development services to
their e-learning developers.
Electronic collections of IT
books can be offered easily
within the virtual learning
environment.
Identifying .
licensing, and collecting commercially or publicly available courses that can be integrated into custom institutional courses are fine. On the
corporate front, whole programs of e-learning courses in
management, or technology
and beyond, can be acquired
at the enterprise level.
18. Are your learners able to

use these e-learning concepts? Some organizations
have discovered that they
needed to train their employees (and trainers) to learn or,
at least, use the full features
of these systems. Companies
such as Educational Testing
Service (ETS ) are offering
information literacy benchmark tests. There may be simply a training opportunity for
libraries here to append to
their other training offerings.
19 . E-commerce for article
and book sales can provide a
revenue opportunity. It can be
a revenue opportunity for
some enterprises such as university book stores, or allow
for easy departmental ordering in a corporation.
20. Lastly there's that old
authentication bugaboo. Open
source pilots like Athens and
Shibboleth alongside password and IP authentication
systems are problematic bu t
evolving. Libraries often have
rugged user identification systems that could be used for elearner registration.
In the long run, the ideal
learning approach will likely
be blended - a combination
of classroom face-to-face, one
-on-one, reading and virtual
learning that is both synchronous and asynchronous. Tie
that to an individual's learning style and you've got a
powerful combination . Our
challenge isn't to decide
whether it' s going to happen
- it's to offer up a smorgasbord of great library innova·
tion on the learning process
by remembering that the root
word of information is
informing - the essence of
teaching and learning.

Keep on Learning! "

You spend thousands of dollars a year acquiring and subscribing to the right online research resources for
your library. How do you show the value of these resources and of your d epartment as a whole? W ith so many
different databases and reports, it seems impossible to really know the value of each site . How many users are
truly utilizing t he resource to its fullest extent? Are t he current resource subscription costs real ly worth it? How
do you effectively control-this situation?

LookUpe Precision·· is a simple yet highly flexible program that tracks and reports on all electronic research
resources. Providing information that you can use, and making online research more convenient for your users:
• Tracks and logs what you determine is of value on any Internet site: page counts, user's search criteria ,
transactions, documents viewed, file downloads etc.
• Provides usage information necessary to negotiate resource packages with vendors
• Gives factual client-matter val idation that can be used for ethical cost recovery
• Automates user ID and password maintenance, allowing single sign on for each user for all research databases.
This eliminates the need for users t o know all their individual passwords and user ID's for every site.
• Detailed logging of URLs per user, including URLs within URLs
• Consolidates data into comprehensive reports of usage metrics for all online research resources used by your
organization.

LookUp<> Precision·· is easy to insta ll and is browser-based, so it's available anytime, anywhere. It ensures the
accu rate capture of research time. And, it gives you a variety of reporting o ptions that allow you to evaluate the
best resources fo r your company. LookUp Precision puts you in a posit ion of power when negotiating contracts
and resource p ackages wi th research providers.

LookUp®Precision'M: Online Research tracking and cost management .
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SLA' s New Information Center
By John R. Latham

The recent reception at SLA's new
global headquarters in Alexandria,
Virginia, showed off the exciting new
offices of the association to local, and
some not so local, members, partners,
and guests. In prime position at the
impressive light and airy ground-floor
entrance and reception is the new
Information Center, which boasts a
library, online kiosks, and telecommuting lounge for visitors.
The move to Alexandria was a great
opportunity for us to assess the services
offered by the Information Center, dispense with unnecessary ones, and
improve and introduce others.
In addition to me, Carolyn Sosnowski
works as an information specialist. She
received her degree from the University
of North Carolina at Greensboro. She has
had many years of experience as a
research librarian, most recently being
responsible for the medical resource center at a pharmacy benefits management
company.
As to my own background, l have a
library science master's degree from the
Catholic University of America. I joined
the SLA staff in 1995. Before that I was a
chartered accountant (the U.K. equivalent to a certified public accountant) for
27 years in England before moving to the
U.S. and a new career as an information
professional and librarian.
The Information Center has a dual
role of providing services to SLA staff
and management and to SLA members.

SLA Member Services and Products
The Information Center provides
members with a number of resources
electronically so that they can be
accessed around the world 24/7 at
www.sla.org/resources.
The
Information
Portals
(www.sla.org/infoportals.cfm) provide
members with access to resources on
over 40 topics. The Information Portals

John Latham and Carolyn Sosnowsld

include articles, monographs, Web sites,
training opportunities, research, and
other relevant resources.
News Connections, (www.sla.org/
newsconnections) the latest of the SLA
Connections series of resources published to keep SLA members abreast of
the latest industry and association news,
links members to daily updates generated from Factiva.com and Nexcerpt.com,
posted by Carolyn. The Factiva news
comes from their extensive worldwide
database of information resources,
whereas the Nexcerpt news is extracted
from the Web only.
Recent Industry Reports include
benchmarking studies, such as Outsell's
2004 study on Changes in Content
Management Functions, executive summaries of which are made available to
SLA members. When the second part of
the benchmarking study, based on a survey sent out in November, is complete,
the full report and results will be made

available to SLA members, who complete the survey, and an executive summary to all members
The Research and Surveys' section
includes the executive summaries of the
annual salary surveys, various association surveys, chapter and division surveys, and SLA's Research Statement.
CONSULT Online (www.sla.org/consultonline) is a directory of SLA members who are library and information
consultants. Searches in this database
are free and are available to members
and nonmembers interested in locating a
consultant who may assist, on a normal
commercial basis, with such areas as
library management, technical services,
and subject specialty.
SLA's
Consultation
Service,
( www.sla .org/ consulta tionservi ce)
assists members and non-members in
defining their information needs. SLA's
network of regional chapters offers consultation help. SLA's information profes-

John R. Latham is the director of the SLA Information
Center. He can be reached at jlatham@sla.org.
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sionals work daily with the latest technology. They use information to solve
problems in their own companies. The
Chapter Consultation Officer knows your
community, other professionals, and the
sources, services, methods, and systems
of information handling.
There are many more resources made
available to members from the
Information Center Resources section of
SLA's Web site. The latest addition is the
archive of all the issues of Special
Libraries from 1910 to 1996 in PDF. An
online reference service is available
using
the
Information
Center
Information Request form within the
Information Center Resources section or
by sending an e-mail to resources@
sla.org.
For all Information Center
resources please check with www.sla.
org/informationresources.

SLA Staff and Management Services
The Information Center is also
charged to assist staff and management
by providing access to association management information. Information
Center staff provide management with
Competitive Intelligence reports on
other associations within the industry
and industry trends.
Monthly CI
reports are published for the staff and
the board of directors. With Factiva's
generous
sponsorship
of
the
Information Center giving us access to
all their resources, Information Center
staff are able to set up numerous daily
alerts to meet staff's needs based on
regular environmental scans.
Our collection of books was significantly reduced prior to the move so that
only those dealing with· current association management or library manage-

information

ment and technology were retained.
Our serials distribution became electronic in October and has proved very
successful. See the October issue of
Information Outlook for more information about this new service.
If you have any questions about the
Information Center and its services
please contact resources@sla.org or
Carolyn Sosnowski at 703-647-4914.

The Infonnation
Center is sponsored by
Factiva, a Dow Jones
and Reuters company.

www.sla.org
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Immediate access to all 2004 issues
of Information Outlook® (i.e. with ads etc.)
Easy-to-use interactive platform

www.sla.or
SLA
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•

*Free (member) access to digital editions
of all lOs from 1997 and Spedal Libraries
from 1910 to 1996

•

• • ••

Information Outlook® Online
sponsored by

STANDARD
&POOR'S

*Access to Information Outlook® 1997 - 2003 and Spedal Ubraries through ebrury coming soon.

Dialog NewsEdge
delivers news personalized
to your precise needs
Dialog NewsEdge will bring you the
stories that matter to you. And only
those stories. Relevant, accurate
news that you can act on. You
choose the topics. No matter how
broad or specific. Dialog NewsEdge
will find your stories. And deliver
them to your desktop. Just the news
you need. Just when you need it.

Dial g NewsEdge
30 Day
Free Trial
www.dialog.com/pramotions
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